Results and MATLAB code for TV and SIDER methods are available from the GitHub repository https://github.com/HGGM-LIM/compressed-sensing-diffusion-lung-MRI
Introduction
The increase of MRI sensitivity through the use of hyperpolarized contrast media has enabled the development of imaging techniques to assess anatomical features and functional processes beyond the limits of conventional MRI [Salerno 2001 , Ross 2015 . In particular, hyperpolarized noble gas MRI can provide quantitative maps of clinically relevant anatomical and physiological parameters (e.g. ventilation distribution [Deninger 2002 ], [Horn 2014 ], acinar airway dimensions [Yablonskiy 2009 ], alveolar oxygen partial pressure (pO2) [Deninger 1999 , Marshall 2014 ], gas washout [Deppe 2011] ). An increase in MRI signal is achieved through the use of laser polarization techniques (e.g. optical pumping-spin exchange [Walker 1997 ], ] that result in a non-equilibrium net magnetization that is up to 5 order of magnitude higher than in conventional (thermally polarized) MRI.
However, the non-renewable nature of the magnetization in hyperpolarized gases imposes limits on the duration of MR image acquisition. In presence of oxygen, the T1 of hyperpolarized gases (15-20s ) is of the order of duration of the breathhold that can be achieved by patients within the scanner. As a consequence of this limitation, together with high cost of the gas (e.g., 4 He and isotopically enriched xenon), most hyperpolarized gas methods aim to perform a complete acquisition during a single breath-hold using a single hyperpolarized gas dose. Furthermore, there are advantages in the acquisition with more than one sequence or even different nuclei during a single breath-hold ]. This need for rapid acquisition has been addressed using different accelerated acquisition approaches, including parallel imaging [Lee 2006, [Chang 2015] , and compressed sensing. Compressed sensing (CS) has been suggested for accelerating acquisition for hyperpolarized gas MRI ], [Ajraoui 2013 ]. In these approaches the acquisition was accelerated in the spatial encoding direction and the image reconstructed using spatial total variation (TV). More recently, [Chan 2016 ] have used compressed sensing to acquire diffusion images of hyperpolarized gases in the lungs. Diffusion images are sensitive to changes in lung microstructure [Swift 2005 ] due to disease, and are used to estimate the dimensions of acinar airways using theoretical models obtained from numerical coverage by using compressed sensing with a 3D diffusion acquisition and undersampling along both spatial directions [Chan 2015 ].
Although diffusion images are more sparse in the b-direction than in the spatial domain, the feasibility of exploiting sparsity along both spatial encoding and b-value directions has not been studied in hyperpolarized gas MRI. In other MR applications, such as in cardiac cine MRI [Lingala 2011 Methods were assessed on control and COPD patient data sets (n=8 in total) using retrospective undersampling simulations, adopting as gold standard the fully sampled data.
Methods

Image reconstruction methods
Total variation
Previous compressed sensing studies for MRI using hyperpolarized gases assumed that each ventilation image ui is sparse under a transformation , which accounts for spatial sparsity ], [Ajraoui 2013 ], [Chan 2015 ]. The most common choice for  is the gradient that leads to the total variation functional. If F represents the undersampled Fourier transform and fi represents the undersampled k-space corresponding to the i-th b-value, then the total variation problem is given by
where =(x,y), i=1,…,B, and B is the total number of b-values.
Signal decay based reconstruction method
We propose a novel compressed sensing method that incorporates a model of the signal decay into the reconstruction (SIDER). It combines TV with a penalty function that promotes sparsity across the b-direction as follows:
where u and f are the ventilation images and undersampled data corresponding to all values of 
where D and  are estimated average value of diffusivity and heterogeneity index, respectively, which can be obtained from a previous reconstructed image (here we used the image provided by TV method). To perform the split, we include the new variables dx, dy, and w and formulate a new problem that is equivalent to Eq. (2)
Split Bregman formulation
, ,
Eq. (4) is now easily managed using an equivalent unconstrained optimization approach where constraints are imposed by adding Bregman iterations bi,
Since u and auxiliary variables w, dx, and dy are independent of each other, Eq. (5) 
Since the solution of u only involves L2-norm functionals, it can be obtained exactly as the solution of the linear system
Note that Eq. (8) constitutes a very large-scale problem, where K=NxN and N is the number of pixels, yet it can be solved efficiently using a Krylov solver, such as the biconjugate gradient stabilized method, which involves only matrix-vector multiplications:
The auxiliary variables dx, dy, and w are solved analytically using shrinkage formulas, which are thresholding operations (1,2). . However, the larger the value of β, the slower the convergence. We found that values in the range 0.2≤β≤1 were a good compromise. Table 1 shows a summary of the regularization parameter values used for both TV and SIDER methods. T scanner (GE Healthcare, USA), using 3 He gas polarized buy means of a SEOP commercial polarizer (Helispin, GE Healthcare, USA), that achieved polarizations of 30-40%.
These datasets were retrospectively undersampled to simulate CS acquisition and reconstruction. Quasi-random undersampling patterns were created [Lustig 2007 ], [Montesinos 2013 ], in which randomization was performed in the phase encoding direction and through the b-direction (Fig 1) . This allowed us to exploit data redundancy in two dimensions. We analyzed the results for acceleration factors of x2, x4, x5, x7, and x10. 
Image analysis and evaluation
To Fig 3 (left) shows the MSE of the reconstruction of ventilation images (for b=0) with the different methods for all the acceleration factors tested. SIDER method led to significantly lower MSE than ZF and TV in all cases (for b=0); SIDER also led to lower MSE for large values of b but differences were significant only at high accelerations (results not shown).
Results
Comparison of methods
Adopting an MSE of 10 % as a reference for the comparison, acceleration factors achieved by the different methods were x2 by ZF, x5 by TV and x10 by SIDER. SIDER also presented significantly lower MSE of mean alveolar length for all acceleration factors (Fig 3, right) .
Similarly to MSE of ventilation images, SIDER presented for x10 the same MSE than TV for x5. and SD across all data sets (n=8).
Maps of mean alveolar length for the different methods and for the highest acceleration factors (x5, x7, and x10) are shown in Figs 4 and 5 for one control and patient datasets, respectively. In the case of the control dataset, for acceleration factor x5, ZF and TV led to errors and artifacts while SIDER provided maps that were almost identical to the fully sampled data set. For acceleration factor x10, ZF and TV led to larger errors and artefacts and a shift in the mean value. On the contrary, SIDER still preserved image quality with small deviations in the estimated maps for x10. For accelerations larger than five errors by ZF and TV were larger than differences between data sets. On the contrary, SIDER led to small errors for all acceleration factors. Analysis of the acceleration factor in retrospective data 
Computation time
The code was implemented in MATLAB on a Windows computer with 64-bit operating system, i7-3770, 3.40 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. SIDER took 28 s to reconstruct all ventilation images (for 5 values of b) for one slice. We used a straightforward parallelization of SIDER over the five slices to reduce computation time.
Discussion
We have proposed and validated a novel compressed sensing method that incorporates a model of the signal decay into the reconstruction method as prior information. The proposed method, SIDER, has been validated on both control and COPD patient data (n=8). Using retrospective undersampling, we found that accelerations of at least x7 are achievable with negligible effect on the estimates of ventilation images and estimated mean alveolar length maps. This acceleration factor (x7) is very relevant as it could be used to increase the resolution by two-fold and at same time in the x-y plane, in the number of slices and in the number of b-values. This would not only increase the resolution and volume coverage, but also improve the accuracy of estimated microstructural dimensions and may enable the use of models with a larger number of parameters.
The claimed acceleration factor depends on the criterion chosen to decide if a result is acceptable. Errors remained small and histograms were similar to those obtained from fully sampled data for acceleration factors up to x10. Image quality was preserved with small deviations in the estimated maps at a factor x10. For higher accelerations, errors were larger and the number of encoding lines acquired was very small for the present resolution (for images of 64x64), which was not considered acceptable. An acceleration factor of x7 which would allow doubling the spatial resolution, number of slices and the number of values of b, presented negligible errors.
Previous implementations of compressed sensing achieved lower acceleration factors: x2 using spatial TV in 2D ], x3 using spatial TV in 2D and prior knowledge of a proton image acquired during the same breathold [Ajraoui 2013 ], and x3 using TV in 3D [Chan 2015 ].
The acceleration factors achieved in this work, x7-x10, are superior, which can be explained by the exploitation of undersampling along the b-dimension and the use of a reconstruction model that incorporates prior knowledge of the signal decay. SIDER method could be also extended to the 3D case as in [Chan 2015 ], potentially achieving even higher accelerations.
This work is subject to several limitations. First, SIDER performance is subject to tuning of the regularization parameters. In this work we have assessed that results were consistent for a wide range of these parameters but optimal selection (in specific parameters weighting sparsity across spatial-and b-dimension) could lead to higher acceleration factors. Second, we have validated the method by retrospectively undersampling control and patient data, so implementation of the proposed compressed sensing sequence in a MR scanner will be validated in future studies. In addition, the potential gain in microstructure information with the proposed method is promising but requires a dedicated study.
In future works, this method will be extended to the acquisition of 3D diffusion data, where higher accelerations can be achieved through undersampling over three directions (e.g. 2 spatial directions plus b-value), and to other hyperpolarized gas MR applications where a model of the signal behaviour is known (e.g., pO2 mapping [Marshall 2010] ). Our method is not restricted to hyperpolarized gas imaging, but could also be used in other diffusion MRI applications and in metabolic imaging using hyperpolarized 13 C.
In conclusion, we have validated a novel compressed sensing method for lung MRI imaging and achieved high acceleration factors, which can be used to increase the amount of data acquired during a breath-hold. This methodology is expected to improve the accuracy of estimated microstructure lung information and widen the possibilities of studying lung diseases with MRI.
